Ruby Rae Reads
book blogger, bookstagrammer & booktuber

about me
It’s nice to meet you. My name is Ruby and I’m a South African
book blogger, bookstagrammer and booktuber. Welcome to my
blog dedicated to books, movies, ramblings and everything in
between.
I’m currently a university going student majoring in English and
Film & Media Studies, as well as an aspiring writer. I’m also
your resident chaotic mood reader and may or may not talk far
too much.

www.rubyraereads.co.za
rubyraereads@gmail.com

Ruby Rae Reads @rubyraereads @rubyraereads @rubyraereads Ruby Rae Reads
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More:
- 25 comments
- 200 likes
- 11.2 % engagement
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More:

- 400 followers

- 450 followers

- 23 followers

- 18 monthly comments
- 600 monthly views

About my blog

- 3k monthly
impressions

- 1k monthly
impressions

I started this blog way back in 2017 and we have been
through various ups and downs, hiatuses and re-designs.
The current look was done at the end of 2019, shortly
after I bought myself a domain and a blog theme.
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On my blog I:
- review books
- have discussions
- share blogging and reading advice
- give all kinds of recommendations
and various other fun posts

Publishers I work with:
for reviews & blog tours

Jonathan Ball | Pan Macmillan SA |
Penguin Random House SA | NB
Publishers | Black Bird Books |
Penguin Random House UK |
Macmillan US | St. Martin's Press |
Berkley | Harper Collins

I'm interested in:
rates to be discussed (if applicable)

- Book reviews
- Blog tours
- Cover reveals
- Author interviews
- Book promotions
and more

Brands I've worked with:
for blog & instagram posts

Bargain Books | Reader's
Warehouse | Netgalley |
Edelweiss+ | Write Time
Crate | Magic & Mischief |
The Secret Book Box

